12/19/07
Well...this is our first year in the Film Festival and we have already seen what a
time commitment it is. We just finished our script that we have been writing since
October and we can’t wait to start the next stage. Our movie depicts the life of an
average teenage student and the problems she encounters with girls, guys, and
shemales. K, Thanks, Peace. -Pumpkin

12/21/07
Right now it’s almost 4:00 on the Friday before vacation and...we’re in Mr. Alan’s
room...probably two of seven total students in the building. Today we made good
progress though we learned how to film. Hopefully over vacation we will make
good progress and start shooting, and finish the pre-production phase. We would
like to shout out to cranberry with whom we just made an alliance and also to
tomato who will try to teach us how to edit over the break. Until next time.
~Pumpkin

1/10/08
We shot for the first time ever on Friday and it was pretty interesting. Although we didn’t really get much
accomplished, it was a good experience. We figured out an outfit for Brian, who is playing the
cross-dressing cousin from Canada, and it will be fun to start shooting him in it. Our goal for this
weekend is to buy a decent wig to complete the lovely ensemble. We finally got our computer and it is in
the pub room which is sweet because we have one of the new computers all to ourselves. Cranberry also
will be in there with us so basically...party...all the time. Nuff said. ~Pumpkin

1/31/08
This crew is excited to be making their first film. Emily, Hannah, Lauren, and Brian
are all very dedicated and anxious to make the best film that they can. A lot
depends on how the audience will react to Brian dressed in drag for most of the
movie, and whether this crew can pull off some of the tougher in-school shots.

2/14/08
Today emily edited during study. We came after school to film and we ended up
discussing when and how we were going to film. We decided that we were going
to try and get most of our work done during february vacation and the week after.
We are ready to continually dedicate or valued time to the production of this
masterpiece. Happy Valentines Day!

3/6/08
Sup Yo, Pumpkin is deep into editing and reworking our film...We had a meeting with the infamous Joe
Brady and we decided our current ending was extremely lame. Soooooo after about a minute Brady came
up with a ballarrr ending and we’ve been reworking that into what we filmed so far. Our goal is to get all of
our filming and a significant amount of editing done next week. Today we filmed for our fourth time in the
library and we thought it would be a good idea to use a swivel chair to get a good moving shot. Emily
experienced the true law of inertia after the chair stopped and she shot forward. Anyways we have
nothing else to say...lova ya

